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Legacy dataFor over a century the Geological Survey of Western Australia has been accumulating an enormous
amount of information on the geology, mineral resources, and petroleum ﬁelds of Western Australia,
either through the activities of State-employed regional mappers or the submission of mineral and pet-
roleum reports mandated by State legislation. Recognizing the importance of this legacy for future explo-
ration and research, in the last 25 years the Survey has been digitally capturing this information into
custom-designed systems/databases that collate data on, amongst others, ﬁeld observations (WAROX,
for ‘Western Australia Rocks’), mineral exploration reports (WAMEX), and petroleum exploration infor-
mation (WAPIMS). Data are made available to the public through the GeoVIEW.WA web application,
designed in-house to view and query these integrated geoscientiﬁc and related datasets.
Crown Copyright  2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
Since its foundation in 1888, the Geological Survey of Western
Australia (GSWA) has been responsible for collecting and collating
geological information about the westernmost State of the
Australian continent. With a surface area of just over a million
square miles (2,645,615 km2), a complex geological history span-
ning 4 billion years, and a rich exploration and mining heritage,
the amount of geological information collected in over 125 years
of geological investigations is simply gigantic — with datasets that
were recorded in a variety of media and formats.
The drive toward capturing and delivering this staggering
amount of legacy data developed momentum in the late 1990s
and early 2000s, and is now a routine program at GSWA.
Through the Industry Liaison Committee, the mineral and petro-
leum industries have been strong supporters of GSWA’s initiatives
in this area. This paper reviews several aspects of the GSWA legacy
data capture programs. It describes the various approaches used
for different sets of data, with particular emphasis on the capture
of:
 ﬁeld observations from regional mapping,
 maps and reports of diverse thematic nature, mineral resources information such as exploration reports and
data therein (e.g. drillholes), and
 petroleum exploration data.
The paper also details how GSWA legacy data are delivered to
the public, both in standalone products and online.2. Infrastructure overview
The Department of Mines and Petroleum (DMP) is the Western
Australian Government’s lead agency in attracting private invest-
ment in resources exploration and development through the provi-
sion of geoscientiﬁc information on minerals and energy resources,
and management of an equitable and secure titles system for the
mining, petroleum and geothermal industries. The mineral and
petroleum resources of Western Australia are owned by the
Crown and the royalties paid by mining and petroleum producers
form a signiﬁcant proportion of the income of the State. The
Geological Survey of Western Australia is a division within DMP
that publishes reports, maps, and state-of-the-art databases docu-
menting the geology of Western Australia. This information pro-
vides the building blocks for the design of resource exploration
programs in Western Australia. It is also critical in Government
decision making, particularly on economic and land-use issues.
Since the 1880s GSWA has been gathering, synthesizing, and
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petroleum resources.
Legacy data captured by GSWA are housed in a variety of inter-
connected systems managed through DMP’s Information Services
Branch. A high-level overview of GSWA’s database infrastructure
environment is presented in Fig. 1, and the speciﬁc functions of
key and supporting databases are listed in Table 1. The database
infrastructure is composed of multiple network-linked databases.
Each project database functions as standalone but common ele-
ments, such as authority tables, are shared between databases. It
is essential that the data in these authority tables be taken, where
possible, from approved national and international standards. To
ensure the accountability of the data in the authority tables, a data
custodian is assigned to manage each speciﬁc authority table.
Microsoft (MS) SQL Server is the endorsed corporate database
platform for DMP, with MS SQL Server 2012 R2 on Windows Server
2012 R2 being the standard platform used since the beginning ofFig. 1. Infrastructure overview of GSWA’s text-based databases. Red text indicates comp
ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)2015. The database and application life-cycle is supported by three
environments:
 DEV – for development activity at a corporate level
 TST – where users test application behavior
 PRD – production for internal and/or external users.
Database and application developers work closely with geolo-
gists at all stages of the process, from the preparation of database
requirements to daily checking of the development, to full testing.
Testing is done by both professional testers and by internal users;
typically testing is also done by internal staff members that were
not involved with the design of the system. Feedback from internal
staff and customers is taken into account during upgrades/modi-
ﬁcations of the systems.
DMP’s spatial environment is based on Esri ArcGIS Server and
Geocortex. ArcGIS Server is a spatial information managementonents discussed in this paper. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
Table 1
Main functions of key and supporting databases at GSWA.
Key
databases
Full name Function
WAMEX Western Australian Mineral
Exploration Index
Searchable database of open
ﬁle (public) mineral
exploration reports
WAPIMS Western Australian
Petroleum and Geothermal
Information Management
System
Petroleum exploration
database with data on titles,
wells, geophysical surveys
and other related exploration
and production data
WAROX Western Australian Rocks GSWA ﬁeld observation data
GeoDocs Geoscience Publications GSWA digital geoscience
data and publications
GeoChem Western Australian
Geochemistry (WACHEM)
GSWA geochemistry data
(rock and soil)
GeoChron Western Australian
Geochronology
GSWA geochronology data
MINEDEX Mines and Mineral Deposits Database of mines, mineral
deposits and prospects along
with their operating status,
location and project
ownership. Geological
attributes include
commodities, mineralization
style, resource estimate,
production history
CoreLibrary Core Library Logistics Information on mineral
drillholes drilled in Western
Australia and housed in
GSWA Core Libraries (in
WAPIMS)
Drillholes Drillholes Drillhole data from company
reports (in WAMEX)
Geochemistry Geochemistry Geochemistry data from
company reports (in
WAMEX)
Supporting
databases
Full name Function
ENS Explanatory
Notes System
Explanatory Notes and map codes
repository for all GSWA map products
(hardcopy and digital)
Location Location Location details
Metadata Metadata Metadata on spatial information
PUBStats Publication
Statistics
Publication manager tool to track process
of GSWA publications
DiMMS Digital Media
Management
System
Manage photographs
REFMan Reference
Manager
Bibliographic database
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mapping delivery gateway GeoVIEW.WA is built on to access the
underlying ArcGIS Server technology.3. Early days of geological exploration in Western Australia
Early GSWA geologists traversed Western Australia on camels
in expeditions that could last several months (the longest recorded
is the 1907–08 expedition by HWB Talbot to map a strip along the
newly established Canning Stock Route and parts of the Tanami
region that lasted 426 days). Maps with annotations and notebooks
are still preserved in GSWA’s archives, but the most fascinating tes-
timony to the work of these early explorers is the glass-plate
photographic negative collection housed in the DMP library.
This collection represents a little-used archive of images of
value to those researching the State’s early mining history or inter-
ested in retracing some of the arduous expeditions undertaken by
its geological pioneers. It comprises 1794 glass-plate negativesmade between 1896 and 1928 (Fig. 2), as well as a set of derived
prints with additional annotations. The images record rock
outcrops, mines, ﬁeld activities and scenes of general interest, with
1240 ﬁeld photos complemented by pictures of laboratory
specimens and GSWA staff [1,2]. Negatives are scanned as 16-bit
gray-scale .tif ﬁles as the need arises, with a full scanning program
likely to start in 2015. Details such as the photograph’s date,
photographer’s name, 1:250,000 map sheet for the site, and a
description listed in a handwritten register were captured earlier
in a MS Excel ﬁle.
This information is now being transposed to a Digital Media
Management System (DiMMS; Fig. 3), a corporate repository for
managing DMP’s growing collections of digital assets such as
photographs, videos, and audio ﬁles. The system is built on the
AssetBank proprietary software, and will be available for searches
to DMP’s staff only. The ﬂexibility of the DiMMS allows insertion of
additional metadata, such as details of when and where the pho-
tographs were published, annotations on the corresponding prints,
condition of the plate, keywords, etc. Due to its archival value,
the glass-plate negative collection and related prints can only be
viewed in the DMP library under supervision. Copyright of the
images resides with the DMP, but permission to use the digital
images is commonly granted on condition of acknowledgment.
Other ephemera have survived from the early days of GSWA,
and are being progressively scanned, digitized, and/or converted
into searchable datasets. These include, for example, registers of
rock and fossil specimens dating back to 1896, and a set of
Christmas cards that GSWA produced from 1898 to 1916 (Fig. 4).
The latter has been the subject of recent research [3].4. Field observations from regional scale mapping (WAROX)
GSWA’s systematic regional mapping of Western Australia at
1:250,000 scale (163 map sheets) commenced under the supervi-
sion of A Gibb Maitland (Government Geologist from 1896 to
1926) and gained momentum in the 1960s under director JH
Lord, who only retired when mapping was complete in 1979.
More detailed mapping at 1:100,000 scale followed and is still in
progress, with 234 map tiles completed out of a total of 1002.
Technological advances have led to re-sampling of critical areas,
with new interpretations warranting the release of new editions
of previously published maps. Hundreds of thousands of ﬁeld sites
have been recorded in the course of this geological mapping.
From the early 1960s until about 2005, GSWA’s ﬁeld observa-
tions were written in ﬁeld notebooks (Figs. 5 and 6), with sites pin-
pointed by various methods on aerial photographs (Fig. 7). In the
mid-1990s, GSWA embarked on the development of a corporate
database (WAROX, for ‘WA Rocks’) aimed at collating all ﬁeld sites
and observations into a single repository. The database has under-
gone a number of upgrades designed to improve the quality and
breadth of the data collected, as well as facilitating the uploading
of data once back in the ofﬁce. Earlier versions of WAROX were
built using MS Access and Oracle software, and required double
handling of data, with ﬁeld observations needing to be transposed
by the mapping geologists from their ﬁeld notebook into the data-
base, either on a standalone version in the ﬁeld or in the corporate
database once back in the ofﬁce. In the 1990s, various electronic
tools were trialed for ﬁeld data capture, including voice-
recognition software and PDAs. In the 2000s, touch-based tablet
computers allowed GSWA to embrace the use of GIS software in
the ﬁeld, combined with a completely redesigned WAROX on a
MS SQL Server platform [4]. The latest version, WAROX 9, allows
on-site capture of ﬁeld observations (Fig. 5). A live GPS connection
permits geologists to track their position on airphotos and other
imagery (Fig. 8) and prevents mislocation of sites (in the past,
Fig. 2. Original boxes housing the GSWA glass-plate negative collection (left) and examples of variably sized glass-plate negatives (right; the largest plate is 27 cm in length).
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Indian Ocean, or less obviously but more importantly by hundreds
of meters to kilometers away from the actual point!).
WAROX 9 allows the capture of a variety of information through
a sequence of ‘Editor’ windows (Fig. 9), including:
 free-text ﬁeld notes
 lithology information, with ﬁelds for textures, mineral quali-
ﬁers, grain size, etc.
 whole-rock and individual component descriptions
 sample numbers and petrographic descriptions
 structural measurements
 characterization of metamorphism and alteration styles
 regolith and paleontological data
 measured sections and drillhole logs
 photographs and sketches in a variety of formats (.pdf, .bmp,
.jpg, .gif, .png, .tif, .emf, .wmf, and .jnt).
Stricter business rules than in previous versions of the database
prevent the insertion of inconsistent information (e.g. bedding in
granite), or the creation of ‘orphan’ data (e.g. structures not linked
to a lithology). WAROX 9 also offers a single repository for addi-
tional data generated after sample collection. It provides for the
capture and storage of geophysical properties such as magnetic
susceptibility, speciﬁc gravity, and gamma-ray counts (whole-rock
chemistry, geochronology and isotope data are stored in other
GSWA databases that are linked to WAROX). WAROX 9 sites popu-
lated or edited in the ﬁeld are automatically synchronized by con-
necting to the corporate database once back in the ofﬁce. WAROX
sites are displayed in ArcMap for map compilation through a cus-
tom toolbar add-in, allowing quick retrieval of information
through standardized site reports (Fig. 8).
Building on the development of the WAROX database, in 2003
GSWA embarked on a program to capture legacy ﬁeld observa-
tions, i.e. those made during GSWA mapping prior to the routine
use of WAROX. Legacy ﬁeld observations can be used to design
mapping programs and research questions of interest, more efﬁ-
ciently target remapping, and provide mappers with all existing
information at the start of the remapping program. GSWA geolo-
gists can take these spatially located observations to the ﬁeld, on
a tablet computer, whereas explorers and researchers are provided
with the geological information available for their area of interest
(see Sections 4.4 and 8). However, scattering of legacy observations
amongst aerial photographs, ﬁeld notebooks, sample ticket books,
petrographic reports, and the printed maps, is a major impediment
to their efﬁcient use. In addition, sample site locations recordedbefore the availability of GPS units in 1991 may be inaccurate by
several hundred meters (and a kilometer or more at worst), while
GPS observations recorded before 1 May 2000 may have an
uncertainty of up to ±100–200 m. This uncertainty commonly
means that the rock samples and thin sections in GSWA collections
cannot reliably be linked back to a rock type in the ﬁeld. GSWA
deemed it essential to capture even these older ﬁeld sites and enter
the associated data into WAROX, making every effort to trace all
reliable information that could assist in this process. Details of
how GSWA captures legacy ﬁeld observations can be found in
Sheppard et al. [5] and Farrell et al. [6].
There are two basic steps involved in entering historic GSWA
ﬁeld sites and data into the WAROX database:
1. point capture, i.e. the transfer of site data from aerial pho-
tographs into real world coordinates in a digital environment
using MS Excel and Access, and ArcMap;
2. entry of ﬁeld observations into WAROX, including ﬁeld notes,
lithologies, structures, samples, scanned photographs, and pet-
rographic reports.
Although the ﬁrst step does not require a person with geological
training, experience has shown that, at a minimum, a third year
university student is necessary for the correct entry of geological
information from the ﬁeld notebooks into WAROX (step 2). The
most important attributes for someone capturing the ﬁeld sites
(step 1) are the ability to match patterns from the aerial pho-
tographs with the imagery on screen, and an attention to detail.
4.1. Point capture of ﬁeld site locations from aerial photographs
This process is based on the premise that the geologist’s original
ﬁeld site was accurately located on the hardcopy aerial photograph.
Experience has shown that this assumption is correct for the vast
majority of sites. The importance of giving accurate, real world
coordinates to these ﬁeld sites cannot be overstated, because all
of the observations (ﬁeld notes, structural readings, and pho-
tographs) and derived data (e.g. petrography, microprobe analyses,
whole-rock chemical and isotopic analyses, and geochronology)
relate back to the ﬁeld site and its location. Nevertheless, it is not
always possible to accurately relocate every point. Reasons for this
may include poor quality or deteriorated aerial photographs; faded,
crowded, or ambiguous markings on the aerial photographs; an
inability to identify the originator; or featureless terrain.
Site coordinates are captured through a number of steps that
include:
Fig. 3. DiMMS page for GSWA glass-plate image No. 1524, showing the metadata captured.
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checking for missing photographs and duplicates, and
reviewing different sets of photos that might have been taken
in different years or used as part of different projects or
follow-up work;
 listing observation points recorded on each photograph in a MS
Excel ﬁle, in order to pick duplicate site IDs and for any future
reference. This is essential, as problems inevitably arise later
in the process, particularly if photos have been borrowed by
other institutions for ﬁeld work; setting up an ArcMap project in the correct datum (Geocentric
Datum of Australia 1994). Geographic coordinates are preferred,
as ﬁeld sites to be captured may fall across a zone boundary.
Background imagery in ArcMap enables on-screen matching of
ﬁeld sites from hardcopy aerial photographs. Many areas in
Western Australia have orthophotography coverage, and SPOT
and LANDSAT imagery is used where orthophotography is not
available. Image accuracy is veriﬁed with independent checks,
e.g. by using GPS track logs from mappers or differential track
logs from the Department of Main Roads;
Fig. 4. GSWA Christmas card from 1913, portraying the ﬁeld and ofﬁce staff of the Geological Survey at the time, with background images from the ﬁeld; the stub on the right
depicts the ofﬁce and laboratory venues. The black swan, the animal emblem of Western Australia, substitutes the GSWA corporate logo, which includes a representation of
this bird.
Fig. 5. Until about 2005, ﬁeld observations consisted of hand-written notes recorded on airphotos or notebooks (left); ﬁeld observations are now directly captured in GSWA’s
WAROX database on a tablet computer (right).
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using the DMP ArcMap WAROX8 toolbar add-in developed by
GSWA. This saves site coordinates from a point selected on
screen in ArcMap (matching the ﬁeld site marked on the hard-
copy aerial photograph) into a standalone MS Access version of
WAROX. The process includes steps such as selecting an orig-
inator, the coordinate system, and generating a Site ID. The Site
ID has the format ‘ABCXXXnnnnnn’, where ABC = geologist/orig-
inator, XXX = project or map code, nnnnnn = 6 digit site number.
This ensures that all points for a given originator in a given pro-
ject will be grouped together when Site IDs are listed in ascend-
ing or descending order in WAROX, and missing Site IDs can be
easily identiﬁed. The DMP ArcMap Warox8 toolbar allows plot-
ting of already captured points as a separate layer, in the process
highlighting incorrect or duplicated Site ID. It also incorporates
options for moving incorrectly located sites;
 populating each point in the MS Access database by entering an
observation date, the location description as listed on the aerial
photograph (e.g. run, photo number, point information), and a
location method. Observations dates (dd/mm/yyyy) can usually
be retrieved from a ﬁeld notebook; a nominal date is entered ifonly the year can be derived from the notebook, aerial pho-
tograph or printed map. Location methods refer to the type
and scale of imagery used to capture the points in ArcMap
and is critical to assess the accuracy of the coordinates given
to the sites;
 re-assigning samples from old sites to newly captured sites.
This is necessary as rock specimens allocated a GSWA number
(equivalent to SAMPLEID in WAROX) prior to routine entry of
data into the WAROX database had been assigned a ﬁeld site
location in the now superseded ROCKMIN database. These
usually poorly located sites (accuracy of not better than
±100–200 m) had already been migrated into WAROX; hence
the need to re-assign samples to the new sites. Using sample
ticket books, an MS Excel spreadsheet is prepared that
links the Sample IDs for any given project to the new Site IDs.
The authority to carry on this step resides with the Specialist
Database Geologist (not the person doing the point capture),
as this step requires the running of a script to identify relevant
sites, and eventually the migration of data to new Site IDs and
the deletion of old Site IDs;
 uploading data points into the network version of WAROX.
Fig. 6. Image from a scanned GSWA’s ﬁeld notebook from 1965. Left: front cover;
right: detail of one of the pages, with pencil notes on the geology and references to
the photo run for numbered ﬁeld sites (sixth line from the top).
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 duplicate ﬁeld site numbers, typically on different photographs,
or because of systematic repetition of labels (1, 2, 3, etc.) on
each marked photograph;
 different locations for the same site, e.g. when the same site
near the edge of a photograph was marked in different positions
on two adjacent photographs;
 ﬁeld site numbers with no originator.
Points may not be captured for many reasons, including inade-
quately marked sites, illegible ﬁeld notes, lost ﬁeld notebooks, or, if
in the opinion of the Project Manager, a geologist with insufﬁcient
experience in the rock types mapped in the area.Fig. 7. Detail of a 1966 black-and-white, 1:24,000 scale airphoto with annotated geologi
site locations and annotations identifying the originating geologist and the book and pa4.2. Entry of ﬁeld observations into WAROX
The data entry component of the legacy data capture process
involves extracting ﬁeld notes, lithologies, and structures from
the ﬁeld notebooks; obtaining details of the sample type and pur-
pose from the sample ticket books (if entered); and the addition of
any associated petrographic descriptions. Most legacy sites will not
contain associated photographs, but the relevant Project Manager
or Terrane Custodian and the DMP Library may be in possession
of old sets of photographs and/or slides that can be converted to
digital images if accompanied by annotations that allow linking
to a speciﬁc Site ID.
Numerous problems and ambiguities arise when converting
ﬁeld observations. Typically observations may contain invalid or
antiquated terminology that cannot be easily translated into the
standardized terms or names controlled by drop-down lists in
WAROX; incomplete descriptions, ambiguous structural measure-
ments, or obscure abbreviations are also common. Poor handwrit-
ing can lead to misinterpretations on the part of the data entry
person, and our experience suggests that using more practised
geologists (especially with prior ﬁeld experience) might be more
costly but renders the process more efﬁcient.
Field observations in WAROX are categorized through a number
of tabs/Editor windows (Fig. 9). The main tabs of interest are
‘‘FieldNotes’’ and ‘‘Lithology’’; structural measurements and sam-
ple numbers are entered under the tabs ‘‘Structures’’ and
‘‘Samples’’ located under the ‘‘Lithology’’ tab. A separate tab cover-
ing regolith observations is structured in a very similar way. The
‘‘FieldNotes’’ free-text ﬁeld is reserved for overall impressions of
the area, range and distribution of rock types, and relationships
between rock types. Detailed descriptions of the individual rock
types are placed in the ‘‘Lithology’’ tab. All words and phrases are
typed out in full, avoiding acronyms or abbreviations used in the
ﬁeld notebooks. Although invalid or superseded terms (such as
adamellite) can be entered in the free-text ‘‘FieldNotes’’ ﬁeld, the
‘‘Lithology’’ area is tightly controlled.
Lithologies are regarded as a cornerstone of ﬁeld observations
and are mandatory if structural measurements and sample infor-
mation are to be entered. The lithology scheme introduced bycal ﬁeld sites (top); at the bottom, the reverse side of the same airphoto shows ﬁeld
ge number of the relevant ﬁeld notebook.
Fig. 8. Screen capture showing WAROX site locations on an airphoto, and an example of a WAROX site report. Red box at the top shows the DMP ArcMapWarox9 toolbar that
allows instant display of new sites in an ArcGIS environment. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this
article.)
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internationally recognized classiﬁcation schemes (IUGS-recom-
mended terminology for igneous and metamorphic rocks [9,10])
or follows well-established principles where such schemes are
unavailable (e.g. for sedimentary rocks). Other vocabularies in
WAROX are based on international guidelines or Australian geo-
science standard terminology. Additions and/or modiﬁcations of
WAROX (and other systems’) vocabularies follow a strict proce-
dure, with consultation of relevant experts (within or outside the
survey) and consideration of usage by other organizations (within
and outside Australia). WAROX current vocabularies have also
been assessed by users during a lengthy test period of the applica-
tion, both in the ﬁeld and in the ofﬁce.
Permissible lithologies are controlled by two drop-down lists,
‘‘Rock Type’’ and ‘‘Lith. Name’’. Some judgement may be required
at this point, as it is possible to enter the same broad lithology in
a number of ways. For example, a schist described as containing
quartz and mica could be entered as a schist with unknown pro-
tolith, a schist derived from a felsic volcanic or intrusive rock, or
a schist derived from a sedimentary rock. It is therefore necessary
to assess if there is an observation or inference that points to more
speciﬁc rock type — consulting the published map might assist in
making this assessment, as well as considering preceding entries
in the notebook. Observations relating to the lithology can also
be placed into searchable drop-down lists designed to capture
attributes such as metamorphic assemblages or key minerals.
These ﬁelds can be searched and extracted from WAROX, and then
placed into ArcMap for the construction of, for example, metamor-
phic index maps. Free-text ﬁelds under the general headings of
‘‘Description’’ or ‘‘Comments’’, are present here and throughout
the rest of WAROX to allow incorporation of information not easily
covered by the controlled vocabularies. ‘‘Rock Type’’ and ‘‘Lith.Name’’ (as well as ‘‘Regolith’’) lists can be accessed through the
GSWA Code Builder, a Microsoft Windows desktop application,
publicly available from DMP’s Data and Software Centre; the appli-
cation incorporates PDF ﬁles of relevant publications [8,11].
Once a lithology has been entered, a structure can be linked to
it, including types that do not require a measurement. Depending
on the type of structure, the ‘‘Planar features’’ or ‘‘Linear features’’
areas will be grayed out to prevent the accidental population of the
wrong ﬁelds (as happened in earlier versions of WAROX). The list
of structural symbols in WAROX matches the ‘GSWA geologic
map symbology’ list, which largely follows the USGS symbology,
with additions speciﬁc to Western Australian requirements (e.g.
younging from spinifex textures).
GSWA sample numbers also need to be linked to a lithology, an
easy task if the sample ticket book is populated with details such as
number/page of the ﬁeld notebook, aerial photograph’s run and
number, etc. If the reasons for sampling are known, then one or
more options can be selected from a drop-down list; the ‘‘Sample
Type’’, ‘‘Sampling Method’’, and ‘‘Sample Condition’’ can also be
entered in this screen. Most of the older GSWA sample numbers
for which there are thin sections also have petrographic descrip-
tions. These are contained in typewritten reports that have been
scanned to OCR (optical character recognition) PDF ﬁles. Report
numbers can be linked to a GSWA sample number using a dedi-
cated query, and text from the reports can be copied and pasted
into WAROX.
4.3. Additional remarks on capturing ﬁeld observations
Sites and associated ﬁeld observations recorded after the intro-
duction of GPSs can be entered directly in WAROX. Based on when
the mapping was conducted, a different ‘‘Location method’’ is
Fig. 9. Example of data entry ﬂow for a ﬁeld site in WAROX 9.
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time. If the entry of ﬁeld observations is not carried on directly by
the originator, a note is required to be entered to this effect. GSWA
is actively trying to ensure legacy ﬁeld observations for each geolo-
gist is entered and checked prior to the person leaving the
organization.
In order to avoid creating ‘new’ legacy data, researchers exter-
nal to GSWA but conducting ﬁeld work as part of a cooperative
project are provided with a copy of WAROX to use in the ﬁeld/of-
ﬁce, and are registered as originators in the system. A register of
external users is maintained, so that they can receive upgraded
versions of WAROX, and observations that cannot be synchronized
to the corporate database are avoided.
The capture of ﬁeld sites and observations by GSWA is a signiﬁ-
cant value-adding tool to promote the dissemination of geological
information as a foundation to mineral and petroleum exploration.
Feedback from exploration companies indicates that WAROX infor-
mation is used to better deﬁne sampling strategies, assess meta-
morphic grades, and add extra information to geochemical
datasets (no data is added to GSWA’s geochemical database unless
a site and a sample are in WAROX, cf. links in Fig. 1); in some
instances companies have requested access to GSWA samples in
order to conduct analyses and assays, with obvious savings on
the cost of having to recollect samples. WAROX extracts are rou-
tinely provided to external organizations that conduct joint
research programs with GSWA. WAROX information is speciﬁcally
used to assess lithologies, target sampling sites for geochronology
and to avoid duplication of sampling, as well as to delineate meta-
morphic patterns (see Goscombe et al. [12] for an example of a pro-
ject for which WAROX information was provided).
In recognition of the importance of spatially attributed, detailed
geological information in a state as large as Western Australia, for
the last four years the capture of legacy ﬁeld observations has been
accelerated as one of the projects funded by the Exploration
Incentive Scheme, a Western Australia Government’s initiative
managed by GSWA aimed at encouraging exploration for the
long-term sustainability of the State’s resources sector. This fund-
ing has covered the temporary employment of geology students.
Prior to this, some funding for student employment was provided
from GSWA’s recurrent budget. Employment of Database
Geologists is covered by GSWA’s recurrent budget; time spent on
legacy data capture varies at any one time depending on the num-
ber of students working on the project.4.4. External delivery of WAROX data
With over 385,000 sites across Western Australia, the WAROX
database is an integral part of the geological information system
fromwhich GSWA’s modern digital maps are generated. In particu-
lar, tools have been developed by GSWA to directly extract struc-
tural measurements for plotting onto maps.
WAROX sites are routinely released to customers as a dedicated
layer in GSWA’s digital products (Fig. 10; see also Section 8), allow-
ing end-users to access all the background data from which inter-
pretations have been derived, and provide a basis for new
interpretations. Due to the high number of sites for a given area,
petrology reports are also provided as a separate layer, to allow
easier retrieval of petrographic information.5. Maps and reports
Since its establishment, GSWA has published numerous maps
and reports. All GSWA publications (standard series include
1:100,000 and 1:250,000 maps, Annual Reports and Reviews,
Bulletins, Records, and Reports) are now scanned and availableonline free of charge through the Geoscience Publications page
on the DMP’s website. They can also be viewed through the
‘GSWA Catalogue’ search tool in GeoVIEW.WA, GSWA’s online
interactive mapping system that allows data to be viewed and
searched together with other datasets. The majority of maps are
also available as digital datasets in a variety of formats from
DMP’s Data and Software Centre. This section details the capture
of two, more speciﬁc, types of reports that GSWA produced over
the years, the Paleontology and Hydrogeology report series.5.1. GSWA paleontology reports
Systematic reporting on the rich fossil heritage of Western
Australia began in 1962, when the ﬁrst of 1824 paleontology
reports was compiled. Reports published prior to 1996 were
scanned in 1997 as PDF image ﬁles, and released as a CD compila-
tion. This CD does not include further reports published until the
year 2000. Re-scanning of the original, typewritten reports into
higher resolution, searchable PDF ﬁles commenced in 2014, with
release planned through the GSWA Publications page.
At the completion of the project, the reports are also intended to
be included, as a separate layer, within standalone digital GSWA
products and in GeoVIEW.WA, the online portal for GSWA data
delivery. However, linking each of these reports to a geographic
location in a GIS layer, and therefore making public the position
of important fossil localities, some of which are vulnerable to
over-collecting and commercial collecting and stripping, causes
considerable geoheritage concerns. As a result, it has not yet been
determined whether every Paleontology Report will be included in
the GeoVIEW.WA layer, or whether the reports will need to be
assessed individually prior to their inclusion.
The GSWA paleontological collection contains about 15,000
macrofossils and microfossils, of which roughly 1000 are type
specimens. A highlight of the collection is the range of Archean
and Proterozoic stromatolites, including the world’s oldest macro-
scopic evidence for life from the Strelley Pool Formation in the
Pilbara region, but the collection also features a variety of fossil
invertebrates and ﬂora specimens from across the State and
throughout the Phanerozoic. The possibility of 3D PDF images of
at least some of the fossils (either on request or systematically)
is being considered as a future project, as this will allow research-
ers to view fossils without requesting a loan or having to travel to
view specimens that have restricted access.5.2. GSWA Hydrogeology Reports
From 1898 until the mid-1990s, GSWA was involved in locating
underground water sources for townsites and for farming and
industrial purposes on the Government’s behalf. Information on
many of the older investigations can be found scattered in the
annual reports and bulletins of the time, available from the
Geoscience Publications link on DMP’s website.
Between the 1950s and 1995, the hydrogeological section pro-
duced 3193 reports on investigations and drilling carried out by
GSWA in the search for water. Of particular signiﬁcance was the
drought relief program in the 1970s and 1980s, which offered gov-
ernment assistance to farmers by drilling for water on their proper-
ties, as well as the systematic bore lines across the Perth Basin to
evaluate metropolitan water resources. Much of the core drilled
by GSWA during this period is stored in DMP’s two core libraries
(Perth and Kalgoorlie) and the reports contain the logs and results
of investigations carried out on the core. In 1996, the hydrogeology
section was transferred to the Department of Waters and Rivers
(now the Department of Water) and no further reports were pro-
duced by GSWA.
Fig. 10. Distribution of WAROX points in the 2014 West Musgrave GIS (Geological Information Series) digital package.
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They will become available for download through a dedicated cabi-
net from the Geoscience Publications page on DMP’s website, and
through the GSWA Catalogue search tool in GeoVIEW.WA.6. Mineral resources information
The search for mineral riches in Western Australia commenced
with the establishment of the Swan River colony in 1829, with
mining being a signiﬁcant primary industry throughout the life
of the state. The ﬁrst production of ore came from the Geraldine
lead mine (on the Murchison River, c. 600 km north of Perth) in
1850, while gold was discovered in the far north of the State
(Kimberley Goldﬁelds) and in Coolgardie (Eastern Goldﬁelds, c.
600 km east of Perth) in 1882 and 1892 respectively. In the
1960s and 1970s, mining booms were driven by the discovery of
nickel deposits in Kambalda (Eastern Goldﬁelds) and the lifting
of the embargo on iron ore exports. Many other ores and minerals
are mined throughout the country, including alumina, diamonds,
heavy mineral sands, and coal.
The intensive exploration and mining activity in Western
Australia very early in its history compelled the timely establish-
ment of a dedicated government body. In 1894, the Department
of Mines (now DMP) was instituted to administer the mining
industry, with the speciﬁc tasks of establishing a uniform system
for the production of mining plans, for the carrying out of mining
laws and regulations, and for the dissemination of mining informa-
tion. The earlier Goldﬁelds Act of 1886 (and its successive revi-
sions) was amended in 1895 to deal with Mining Licenses,
Mining Districts, Business Licenses, Mineral Leases, Licenses and
Leases for Coal Mining, Agricultural Lands in Mining Districts,
etc. [13]. Mining and exploration activities are currently regulated
by the Mining Act 1978 and Mining Regulations 1981 (and subse-
quent amendments).Western Australian legislation requires the regular reporting to
DMP of exploration activities and expenditures, including the type
and amount of drilling conducted. After a period of conﬁdentiality,
this information is made public. Over the years, this resulted in an
enormous number of hardcopy documents being submitted,
records that were not always easily accessed by the public. As part
of its commitment to ‘‘attracting private investment in resources
exploration and development through the provision of geo-
scientiﬁc information on minerals and energy resources’’ (DMP
Strategic Plan to 2017), much of this documentation has been
captured and converted into easily searched repositories. The next
sections discuss some of these GSWA systems: WAMEX (Western
Australia Mineral Exploration Index) and related databases (e.g.
Company Mineral Exploration Drillholes Database and the
Exploration Activity Database, or EXACT), the Core Library
Drillhole Database, and the AbandonedMine Sites Inventory. It also
refers to the Historical Mining Tenements Maps managed by the
Mineral Titles division of DMP.6.1. Mineral exploration reports (WAMEX)
Tenement holders in Western Australia must submit Annual
Technical Reports detailing exploration activities. The reports are
managed by the Statutory Exploration Information Group (SEIG)
within GSWA. The ﬁrst report was submitted in 1957, with hard-
copy reporting continuing up to 1999. From 1999 to 2006, a mix
of hardcopy and digital reports was received by SEIG. The outcome
was a large volume of material for storage under safe conditions
(Fig. 11). In January 2007, digital reporting became mandatory
for both non-spatial data ﬁles (text body, tables, appendices, plans,
and photos) and spatial data ﬁles (drilling, surface geochemistry,
geophysics, spectral, GIS geology, 3D models).
Exploration activity reports were stored as hardcopy documents
and converted to microﬁche for public release until 1997, requiring
Fig. 11. Examples of storage of hardcopy mineral exploration reports.
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information from previous exploration endeavors. With the out-
dating of this technology and advances in database development,
the WAMEX searchable database of open-ﬁle (public) mineral
exploration reports — originally used to manage only the submis-
sion of reports — was updated and expanded to incorporate digital
reports. As part of the move to a fully digital system, a program of
scanning all hardcopy legacy reports commenced in 2005 at a total
cost of approximately A$1 million. Initial scanning was to high res-
olution .pdf ﬁles with all ﬁles subsequently converted to OCR, so all
reports dating from 1957 onwards are now available as searchable
PDF ﬁles. In addition to the legacy scanning program, a legacy data
capture program was also undertaken with keywording and
abstracting at individual report level. As of the end of January
2015, WAMEX contained 76,492 open-ﬁle reports, with an addi-
tional 16,900 conﬁdential reports stored in a restricted part of
the system.
Exploration reports inWAMEX are best accessed for viewing and
downloading through the WAMEX search tool in GeoVIEW.WA
(Fig. 12), where text-based searches have been enhanced by the
addition of spatial search capability. Spatial searches are made pos-
sible by assigning a spatial location to each report on the map of
Western Australia (a polygon in GIS terms), and by attributing poly-
gon data with the WAMEX report identiﬁcation number. Recent
reports have polygons reﬂecting the tenement that the report cov-
ers, whereas older reports were combined to cover a number of
tenements, and therefore have a less accurate spatial location (usu-
ally a larger area than the report actually covers).
The online, free provision of mineral exploration reports is
invaluable in encouraging further exploration in Western
Australia. It provides detailed information that can be used to
assess the mineral potential of a region/area, and avoids duplica-
tion of costly programs by successive tenements holders. Some
reports have datasets that are too large to download from the
Internet. Therefore all digital open-ﬁle reports are also made avail-
able on a publicly accessible hard drive in the Kalgoorlie and Perth
Ofﬁces, for copying on 2 TB external drives — the operations takes
more than a day, and the reports on the disk drive are updated bi-
monthly.
6.2. WAMEX-related databases
WAMEX reports contain a variety of information that is very
valuable to explorers, but cannot be traced easily as it is scattered
through a number of documents. Information in digital WAMEXreports that has a spatial attribution has been extracted by
GSWA, and is grouped in distinct thematic repositories to allow
easy searching and retrieval. These include a Company Mineral
Drillhole Database (commonly referred to as the Mineral
Drillhole Database), with a surface sampling data subset, and an
Exploration Activity Database (EXACT).
Legislation covering exploration activity in WA requires
individuals and companies to provide an account of the drilling
programs and surveys they are conducting. Initially, some of this
historical exploration activity was captured in the EXACT database
in the form of points, lines and polygons. The database shows the
distribution of surveys (e.g. gravity, magnetic soil and stream sedi-
ments, drilling) both as point of sampling or general area extent.
EXACT covers large parts of the State, and although still available
online, is currently not maintained. It has been replaced by more
speciﬁc databases that host drilling and surface sampling informa-
tion separately.
Drilling information provided by explorers in their reports must
include collar coordinates, orientation, depth, inclination, logs and
surveys. Given the vast amount of drilling of various types con-
ducted in Western Australia each year (Fig. 13; Table 2), it follows
that reports within the WAMEX database described above contain
key information that can be used to assess the mineral potential of
a region/area, and/or to avoid duplication of costly programs by
subsequent explorers. As the drillhole data is scattered amongst
tens of thousands of WAMEX reports and is of variable quality
and reliability, in 2010 GSWA embarked on the development of a
relational database to allow the easy retrieval of company drillhole
information that has been submitted digitally to DMP, as well as its
spatial querying.
The development of the database was funded by the
Exploration Incentive Scheme as part of Royalties for Regions,
and was completed in February 2014. The database does not pro-
vide a comprehensive history of all drilling in Western Australia.
Reporting in digital format did not become compulsory until
January 2007; hence, the data from 2007 onwards should be com-
prehensive. Digital reporting was ﬁrst introduced in 2000 and
companies who submitted their drilling data digitally were asked
to use the mineral exploration reporting templates designed by
the department to ensure all submissions used standardized for-
mat and metadata information. The Mineral Drillhole Database
may contain data for drilling projects undertaken between 2000
and 2007, if they were submitted digitally. Some drilling data sub-
mitted in hardcopy has also been imported into the database
where sufﬁcient metadata were available.
Fig. 12. WAMEX search tool page in GeoVIEW.WA, showing polygon attribution of exploration reports for part of the Pilbara region of Western Australia. The menu on the left
shows some of the speciﬁc criteria available for searching. Due to the density of data, this layer is only visible above a scale of 1:3,000,000. Textual and spatial searches of
exploration reports can be carried out against a background of current and dead tenements (not shown in ﬁgure for legibility).
Fig. 13. Cumulative drill totals for years 1995 to part of 2014.
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2.45 million historic drillholes, imported from over 20,000 datasets
(including data still conﬁdential). The drilling data available com-
prises a minimum of a collar ﬁle that has been validated against
the tenement outline. Additional ﬁles such as assays, downhole
geology and surveys (e.g. downhole geochemistry) may also be
available depending on the company’s submission. There has not
been validation of the data, but amendments and reformatting
may have been necessary to allow import into the database; dataas originally supplied can be viewed through a link to the online
WAMEX report.
Access to the public component of the Mineral Drillhole
Database is via the online spatial viewing application,
GeoVIEW.WA. The database can be queried textually using project
name and/or operator, or spatially by tenement number, an area of
interest, coordinates or map sheet (Fig. 14). Given the volume of
data, the default visibility for this layer is set to greater than
1:500,000. The complete mineral drillhole database is about
Table 2
Western Australia drillholes data for WAMEX reports submitted in 2013–14.
Hole type Drillhole count Meters drilled
Aircore 17,154 824,798
Auger 2662 4243
Diamond 3359 680,783
Percussion 210 6795
RAB 7007 204,510
Reverse circulation 20,159 1,412,866
Rotary mud 25 2828
Unknown 545 12,902
Vacuum 8129 50,344
Water 102 7916
Total 59,352 3,207,985
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which is 8 GB in size. Several companies have requested the com-
plete database in SQL format. GSWA is now assessing how to deli-
ver the data in smaller packages for the smaller explorers.
In parallel to the development of the Mineral Drillhole
Database, a similar repository for company surface sampling data
has also been prepared. In January 2015, the database contained
8.4 million surface samples (including conﬁdential data with
restricted access). The availability of this information as a spatial
layer (under the heading ‘Geochemistry’ in GeoVIEW.WA;
Fig. 15) typically informs subsequent exploration programs on
tenements held by both by individual prospectors and companies,
with potentially considerable savings.
6.3. Core Library Drillholes Database
Retaining drillcore acquired during mineral as well as petro-
leum exploration in Western Australia is an important tool for
industry stakeholders to develop geological models and explo-
ration programs. Recognizing the importance of this ‘physical’ data,Fig. 14. Mineral drillhole search tool page in GeoVIEW.WA, showing the density of dril
Different symbols identify various types of drilling; a legend is provided from the layer he
available for searching this layer; on the right an example of search return.two purpose-built core libraries in Kalgoorlie and Perth were
opened by DMP in 2000 and 2002; these core libraries are man-
aged by GSWA.
Drillcore perceived as valuable to the minerals industry is
archived in the core libraries. The selection criteria take into con-
sideration GSWA’s need to promote the prospectivity of Western
Australia. Core may be selected from:
 signiﬁcant mines that have closed or are about to close in the
near future
 signiﬁcant mineralization that illustrates a range of mineral
commodities, styles of mineralization, or tectonic settings
 deposits that illustrate a geographic distribution throughout the
State
 areas that may be difﬁcult or expensive to redrill, e.g. urban
areas, national parks, remote areas or deep holes
 deposits that illustrate excellent examples of stratigraphy, sig-
niﬁcant structural features or unusual geological features
 prospects or areas popular with the minerals industry, includ-
ing core from subeconomic prospects that may allow prospec-
tors and mining companies to test innovative processes or
ideas, or core from prospects that are under joint venture pro-
posals and have a large demand for viewing.
The libraries house historically signiﬁcant cores, a legacy of the
early and exciting times of exploration and mining activity in
Western Australia. These include KD1, the discovery core for nickel
at Kambalda, and the South End (SE1-15) diamond core that was
used to deﬁne the stratigraphic units of the Golden Mile in
Kalgoorlie — the section of the pit where the SE1-15 core was
obtained is now mined out, and this core is therefore irreplaceable.
All onshore petroleum core is submitted as part of the reporting
requirements under the Western Australian Petroleum legislation.
Legacy offshore petroleum core drilled under the Commonwealth
legislation is also held by the Perth core library.ling in the gold-endowed Kalgoorlie region of Western Australia at 1:50,000 scale.
ading in the ‘Map layers’ view (cf. Fig. 15). On the left are some of the speciﬁc criteria
Fig. 15. Company surface sample geochemistry layer in GeoVIEW.WA for the same area (Kalgoorlie region) shown in Fig. 14. The layer shows the location of sampling sites
(dark green dots), with geochemistry retrievable through the surface sample ID and the A Number for the corresponding WAMEX report (highlighted row in the return
window on the right). Note that the actual WAMEX report is not hyperlinked, as several physical documents are held under that number; it can easily be retrieved through the
WAMEX search page in the same system. In contrast to company geochemistry sample sites, GSWA geochemistry sites (bright green dots near center of image) return
geochemical analyses directly. Variably colored, larger dots represent various features from the Abandoned Mine Sites Inventory (Section 6.4); the window on the left
typically presents a legend for the layer, as well as a link to Metadata and Data Dictionaries. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is
referred to the web version of this article.)
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core libraries is available as a layer within the online system
GeoVIEW.WA and through the WA Petroleum and Geothermal
Information Management System (WAPIMS) (petroleum core
only).6.4. Abandoned Mine Sites Inventory
Legacy data does not always come in the form of paper docu-
ments or objects easily stored in a single physical location.
Scattered on the ground of Western Australia is the evidence of
150 years of mining activity, resulting in a legacy of many thou-
sands of workings that were abandoned after exploration or min-
ing. An inventory of these abandoned mine sites was
recommended by the Minerals Environment Liaison Committee
in 1994. However, it was only after a fatal accident at an aban-
doned mine site near Cue in 1997 that the Western Australian
Government initiated funding for an ongoing program within the
Department of Minerals and Energy (now DMP) to develop an
inventory of these sites in the State. In 1999 GSWA commenced
a program to accurately locate and document abandoned mine
sites throughout the State. There are about 11,400 mine sites that
were in production prior to 1990, when new environmental
legislation took effect that required better and safer rehabilitation
of sites. This inventory of individual mining-related features such
as shafts, open cuts, dumps and infrastructure focused upon the
4995 ‘high-priority’ category mine sites that were within 10 km
of major towns, 1 km of main roads and selected tourist routes,
and within 5 km of smaller towns and communities (note the dis-
tribution of abandoned mine sites’ locations in Fig. 15).The inventory of ‘high-priority’ abandoned mine sites was com-
pleted in May 2011, after 13 years of detailed data collection
throughout Western Australia by a total of 19 geoscientists. Data
entry in the ﬁeld was via handheld computers linked to GPS equip-
ment capable of locating mine site features such as shafts to an
accuracy of around 10 m. Hardware and software enhancements
since the project commenced in 1999 enabled the recording of
increased amounts of information for each mine site feature, with-
out decreasing ﬁeld productivity. Fieldwork has shown that each
mine site targeted may actually represent anything from a single
shaft through to tens of individual mine workings, commonly scat-
tered along a semicontinuous zone of mineralization.
The ﬁrst release of the abandoned mine sites inventory was on
CD in June 2003 and accompanied the publication of GSWA Record
2003/9 [14]. Later releases of the database and extensive support-
ing datasets were produced annually on DVD between 2004 and
2007. The complete edition of the ‘Inventory of abandoned mine
sites: progress 1999–2011’ was released on a USB ﬂash drive in
June 2012. This comprehensive database contains a total of
192,523 mine site features and 56,676 digital photographs of
individual underground and surface excavations, dumps, and
rehabilitation and infrastructure features. Mining-related features
are illustrated and described by morphological criteria and key
attributes. The data package also contains PDFs of selected GSWA
Bulletins, and georeferenced historic maps. This dataset is also
available in GeoVIEW.WA (Fig. 15), the Data and Software Centre,
and is routinely added as a layer in GSWA standalone digital
products.
The inventory of abandoned mine sites provides baseline data
on historical mining-related features in Western Australia and
can be used for future independent assessments of hazards,
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vides a valuable contribution to the spatial distribution of mineral-
ization in historical mining areas. Data have been demonstrated to
assist exploration targeting by contributing toward the under-
standing of controls on gold mineralization [15]. The selective
extraction and processing of bedrock gold mineralization features
from the inventory has enabled the generation of three-dimen-
sional pseudocolor drapes that highlight the gold mineralization
patterns within historic mine sites.6.5. Historical Mining Tenements Maps
A computerized system (TENGRAPH) designed to provide a
current and accurate picture of land under mining activity and to
determine the ground available for mineral exploration in
Western Australia became ﬁrst available online in August 1994.
This initial release was limited to the Kalgoorlie Regional Ofﬁce
of DMP, and was followed by a state-wide implementation in
December 1999. Before then, DMP maintained hardcopy maps
showing the location of mining tenements within Western
Australia; copies of the plans were kept in the Perth’s Head
Ofﬁce as well as in the regional ofﬁces scattered throughout the
State. A program to scan these historic mining tenement maps
(often referred to as Mines Department Public Plans) started in
about 1998. The impetus for this project was the need to capture
dead historical tenements that were not shown in the
TENGRAPH system at the time, for purposes related to the
Native Title Litigation and Determination legislation.
There are currently 9500 historic mining tenement maps avail-
able for viewing and downloading on the DMP’s website. They
represent approximately 99% of the plans; a small percentage of
them are ‘untraceable’, with some potentially being housed in
the Western Australia State Battye Library. The maps date back
to the 1890s with many of the older plans drawn using imperial
measurements (at One Inch to 20, 40, 80, 300 and 8000 Chains
scales — a table is provided on the website showing the scale as
a Representative Fraction). Historic public plans may also have sev-
eral editions; if applicable, the start and end dates the map was in
circulation are captured on a label attached to each plan prior to
scanning (Fig. 16). Historic maps at 1:1,000,000 scale show the
Public Plan Index at the time of publication, which is a good source
of information to ﬁnd historic Imperial map name or codes. The
1:1,000,000 plans also show the position of Temporary Reserves
or Exploration Licenses.
Historic mining tenement maps can be accessed via textual and
spatial search tools in GeoVIEW.WA under the Tenements layer,
and through DMP’s TENGRAPH system. These maps are used
internally by staff in the Title Spatial Services area to plot historical
boundaries in TENGRAPH, and to assist the Department of
Premier and Cabinet and the State Solicitor’s Ofﬁce if historical title
details and their spatial locational information are required as part
of the Native Title Project. The historic plans are used externally by
mining companies and prospectors researching the location of
Historical Mining Tenures not yet captured in TENGRAPH. The
location of some of these historical tenements can be used in con-
junction with other data (i.e. assay results from exploration
reports) to inform future exploration programs.7. Petroleum and geothermal exploration reporting (WAPIMS)
In addition to its mineral endowment, Western Australia has
signiﬁcant oil and gas resources that generate considerable rev-
enues for the State and Commonwealth, in large part from the
giant ﬁelds of the North West Shelf [16]. The ﬁrst discovery of oil
was only made in 1953 at Rough Range, and since then petroleumexploration data has been accumulating at a rapid rate. Recently,
geothermal energy has started to be considered as a low-emission
alternative energy source to traditional fossil fuels.
Data submission to the Department was mandated by the
Western Australia Petroleum Act 1936, but there was no provision
at the time for the release of petroleum information. In 1967, this
situation was remedied with the release of a new Act that required
government to make information available to the public after a set
conﬁdentiality period. Petroleum (oil and gas) and geothermal
energy resources are now administered under the Petroleum and
Geothermal Resources Act 1967 and the Petroleum and Submerged
Lands Act 1982, which respectively cover onshore and offshore
activities. The same approach used by GSWA for mineral resources
(see Section 6) informs the collation of historical and new informa-
tion generated by these industries. This information is contained in
the Western Australian Petroleum Information Management
System (WAPIMS), managed by the Statutory Exploration and
Information Group (SEIG) within GSWA.
WAPIMS contains data on titles, wells, geophysical surveys and
other petroleum exploration data submitted to DMP by the indus-
try. Non-conﬁdential data from onshore Western Australia and
Western Australian territorial waters are available. WAPIMS also
contain geothermal data, and additionally the database contains
information on mineral drillholes housed in DMP’s core libraries
(pending development of a separate database), tenements, and
aeromagnetic surveys in the State. Offshore petroleum data are
now managed by NOPTA (National Offshore Petroleum Title
Authority, the national offshore petroleum regulatory body), and
delivered through NOPIMS, the National Offshore Petroleum
Information Management System coordinated by Geoscience
Australia (the prescribed Australian Government agency within
the Industry portfolio).
Data from the petroleum industry in Western Australia has
grown exponentially since the start of exploration in Western
Australia (Fig. 17). Over time data has been submitted in a variety
of media and formats, from magnetic tapes to hardcopy docu-
ments; digital recording of oil and gas exploration data only started
about 35 years ago. Petroleum information was initially stored by
the Department on a DB2/CICS COBOL ‘library catalogue’ with little
metadata and a limited ability to add extra information; data
remained on old media and hardcopy. In 1994, a WAPIMS Pilot
Project was initiated, with the task of developing a prototype data-
base based on PPDM (Professional Petroleum Data Management
Association) data model. The prototype was capable of storing
the information in a user-friendly environment, but volume of data
was at the time a major issue for a PC-based application in regard
to both data storage and delivery. This major issue was clearly
identiﬁed by the 1998 Strategy Report. This report did, however,
set clear strategies for managing petroleum and mineral explo-
ration data, and formed the cornerstone for future developments
of the WAPIMS system.
WAPIMS is a very complex system that has evolved con-
siderably over time, with many upgrades designed to incorporate
better functionalities and software developments. The last major
upgrade, in 2013, included improvements to the data entry, data
loader and data release modules of WAPIMS, necessitated by the
need to match the changing data being supplied by the petroleum
industry and to allow the system to move toward online submis-
sion of data by industry. As part of the development of WAPIMS,
programs were initiated to capture the large volume of legacy data
held by DMP. These included scanning of hardcopy reports to elec-
tronic media, and transcription of seismic data from magnetic
tapes and cartridges. Work is still ongoing, with plans to scan
and upload all seismic sections as images (about 30,000). A QC pro-
ject for all hardcopy reports in the collection with a view to archive
the original material is under way.
Fig. 16. Historic Mining Tenements Maps in GeoVIEW.WA. Inset at bottom right shows an example of label annotation on a map.
Fig. 17. Historical MS PowerPoint slide, showing the exponential growth of petroleum exploration data from 1950 to 2005 (courtesy of Jeffrey Haworth). The photograph
illustrates some of the material received by the Department for archiving.
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query the data, and an exploration map to query the data by loca-
tion. It also enables the viewing and analysis of information using a
collection of browsing and visualization tools such as lists, queries,
maps, graphs, and reports (Fig. 18). The data available to view and
download via WAPIMS include:
 Well log data in zip ﬁles containing DLIS, LAS or ASCII format
ﬁles
 Well reports (including well completion reports) in PDF
 Survey reports
 2D Seismic Survey post-stack SEG Y and navigation data in
UKOOA, including support data such as velocity data and obser-
vation logs
 MS Excel spreadsheets containing information on all wells and
surveys conducted in Western Australia.
In addition to viewing and downloading of data through
WAPIMS, copies of seismic ﬁeld data held on magnetic cartridgescan be obtained on request through an external contractor.
Management of petroleum information by GSWA includes the stor-
age of legacy and new paleontology and petrology microscopic
slides. The index for the thin section collection (now numbering
over 170,000 items and rapidly growing) can be browsed within
WAPIMS; these can be borrowed externally by submitting a
request online (Fig. 19).
Geothermal energy data are also stored in WAPIMS. There is no
current commercial production of geothermal energy in WA, but
exploration is underway on tenements landward of the coastline,
with a view to generate electricity but also low temperature
heat-energy applications such as air conditioning, pool heating
and agriculture. WAPIMS provides information on tenements and
the exploration activity conducted, such as drillhole logs and bot-
tom-hole temperatures.
Access to WAPIMS is as a registered user (free of charge).
Registration is recommended as it allows personalization of set-
tings to suit the user’s own requirements, and searching can be
done via a data tree rather than map-based searching. Once the
Fig. 18. WAPIMS screenshot for part of the Canning Basin. The menu on the left shows some of the options available for searching. Selecting an activity (e.g. well, seismic line
or title, e.g. blue circle) and then clicking on the search icon (highlighted red box at top right of image) provides access to document and data for the selected activity, for
viewing and downloading. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 19. WAPIMS screenshot, showing the physical items associated with the selected well (GSWA Empress 1). Individual items can be selected and reserved online for
external viewing.
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information such as conﬁdentiality of data, submission of data,
and a WAPIMS manual. WAPIMS location data are available
through GeoVIEW.WA and petroleum data packages can also be
issued on request on a customer-provided external hard drive. In
2011, WAPIMS was rated as the best geological database in the
world by the Fraser Institute Global Petroleum Survey [17, p. 92],
in the category for ‘quality and availability of geoscience informa-
tion to guide exploration’.8. Legacy data delivery
Legacy data captured through GSWA programs are made avail-
able free of charge to the public in order to better inform the deci-
sions of explorers and researchers. Initially data were delivered
through individual online systems, but can now be accessed
through GeoVIEW.WA, a custom web application for viewing and
querying multiple datasets simultaneously. Most datasets are
updated nightly. Extracts for speciﬁc project areas are provided
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able through GeoMap.WA (Fig. 10), a non- proprietary, custom-de-
signed viewing software offering similar functionalities to
GeoVIEW.WA. The ﬁeld observation dataset, WAROX, is only made
available in standalone products. GeoMap.WA can be downloaded
from the DMP’s Data and Software Centre, where spatial data are
also available as ArcMap shapeﬁles and MapInfo Tab ﬁles.
Complete datasets too large to download are available on request
or can be obtained through DMP’s ofﬁces.
The GeoVIEW.WA web application has been developed over
10 years. In 2012, a complete rebuild of the application using
Geocortex and Silverlight technology allowed new functionality
and standard queries to be added. GeoVIEW.WA is built using
the Latitude Geographic’s application development framework
called Geocortex Essentials. This has allowed GSWA to develop
business-speciﬁc modules for GeoVIEW.WA, and considerably
reduce the application development timeframe. The
GeoVIEW.WA interface uses the Geocortex Silverlight viewer that
runs in popular web browsers like Microsoft, Mozilla Firefox, and
Google Chrome.
GSWA’s current data delivery process starts with the input of
data into a MS SQL Server Database. This is followed by spatial
data analysis and extraction using spatial ETL tools (Extract,
Transform, Load) to an SDE Feature Class. Spatial data symbology
is applied in a .mxd ﬁle, after which data is published to a service
and consumed by Geocortex, with a ﬁnal delivery to users through
the GeoVIEW.WA application.
GeoVIEW.WA spatial layers are grouped under general cate-
gories such as Minerals, Petroleum, Geology and Tenements,
each containing a number of sub-headings relating to different
datasets. Spatial interrogation by highlighting a point, a line
(straight or freehand) or an area (by means of a square or poly-
gon) results in a ‘drill down’ of all selected datasets, with tex-
tual information returned as a list of features. Clicking on a
feature returns a window with details, attributes, and related
links (e.g. to PDFs of publications and reports), with the option
of panning or zooming to that speciﬁc feature. Dedicated search
tools allow more comprehensive textual and spatial interroga-
tion and ﬁltering of speciﬁc systems. Drawing tools allow cus-
tomers to generate, annotate and extract their own ‘maps’.
Users can add their own data in the form of CSV ﬁles and
shapeﬁles for checking against the departmental databases.
Integration with Google Maps permit the opening of a Google
Map view of the area on screen — a feature commonly used
to assess the spatial location of some legacy data features dur-
ing the capture process.
For standalone digital products such as the Geological
Information and Geological Exploration Series packages, GSWA
has developed GeoMap.WA, a viewing software with broadly simi-
lar functionality to GeoVIEW.WA. GeoMap.WA also incorporates
GPS tracking functionality, a feature that allows accurate location
and is favoured by prospectors in the ﬁeld. Extraction tools devel-
oped in-house are used to generate MS Access ﬁles from various
data sources that are then incorporated in the packages. The
extracts are viewed and queried as dedicated layers in
GeoMap.WA. Field observations from WAROX are only delivered
to customers in this manner.
GeoVIEW.WA and GeoMap.WA provide the ability to view data
in a way that does not require specialized skills or costly computer
systems, and as such they have both been acknowledged for their
innovative approach. In 2013 and 2011 respectively, GeoVIEW.WA
and GeoMap.WA were awarded the Western Australian Spatial
Excellence Award in the category for ‘Spatially Enabling
Government’, presented by the Surveying and Spatial Science
Institute and the Spatial Industries Business Association of
Western Australia.9. Conclusions
The vastness of Western Australia, its complex geology, great
mineral endowment and long history of exploration and mining
has generated an enormous volume of geological and resource
information and documentation. For over 125 years, GSWA has
been the main custodian of the data collected in the course of geo-
logical mapping and mineral/petroleum exploration in the State.
Effective management of these data is essential if they are to be
fully utilized in current or future projects, and to ensure that
archived data are fully characterized and can be used with conﬁ-
dence in exploration and modern multi-disciplinary studies.
As part of its mandate to ‘increase awareness of the geological
assets of the State’ to promote the prospectivity of the State,
GSWA has developed, maintains and will continually enhance a
number of systems and databases designed to deliver data online
and in standalone products. In parallel to the development of data-
bases to manage the submission of mandatory mineral and petro-
leum exploration reports, GSWA has also implemented several
programs to capture the backlog of legacy data related to ﬁeld
mapping and exploration. The most signiﬁcant repositories for
legacy and newly generated data are:
 WAROX, for recording ﬁeld observations obtained during cur-
rent and past mapping: it now contains over 385,000 sites
across Western Australia, and is an integral part of the geologi-
cal information system from which GSWA’s modern digital
maps are generated;
 WAMEX, for retrieving mineral exploration reports: it contains
nearly 100,000 open-ﬁle and conﬁdential reports. Spin-offs of
this system are the Mineral Drillhole Database that contains
over 2.45 million historic drillholes from digital open-ﬁle
reports, and the Surface Sampling Database that already hosts
the location of about 8.4 million samples;
 WAPIMS, a petroleum exploration and production database: as
of February 2015, it provides online access to 14,909 reports,
20,336 seismic data items, and 8209 well logs, and the ability
to borrow 190,513 paleontology and petrology slides and resi-
dues, as well as core/sidewall core/ditch cuttings and other
information data for 3465 petroleum wells.
Access to the above and many other datasets is through
GeoVIEW.WA and GeoMap.WA, respectively web and desktop
applications designed to help exploration geologists, prospectors,
researchers and the community to create a customized view of
geoscientiﬁc, resource and other government information on their
computer in the ofﬁce, at home, or in the ﬁeld.Acknowledgments
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